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Abstract

This thesis investigates implementation and design issues for a hetero-

geneous network for structural health monitoring. A heterogeneous wire-

Iess/wired architecture is a practical if not near optimal solution to many

problems amenable to wireless sensor monitoring. The specific application

addressed in this thesis is the monitoring of moisture within a building or

structure. The laborious installation of a wired network and interconnec-

tion of the sensors with the structure makes wireless a potential solution to

the problem albeit constrained by energy management' The proposed ap-

plication integrates wireless sensors using IEEE 802.75.4 and controller area

network (CAN) to provide energy efficient monitoring. The contributions

include: implementation of the PIC18f4680 platform and hardware modules

for IEEE 802.15.4 and CAN in TinyOS, creating a message protocol and

routing for IEEE 802.15.4 and CAN, and developing an integrated hardware

prototype that includes the components mentioned. The thesis demonstrates

the efiÊciency of a heterogeneous architecture for wireless sensor monitoring

in a real environment with hard constraints.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

structural health monitoring is an on going topic of research in wireless sensor

networks. To get accurate data about a structure, the sensors typically need

to be embedded within the structure, in locations that are not easily accessed

without demolition. Because of these constraints, the sensing lifetime of the

network must be reasonable in comparison to building life' It would not

be unreasonable for building developers to demand a sensing lifetime in the

order of 10's of Years'

wired sensor Networks in the past have been inexpensive and more re-

liable compared to wireless sensor Networks (wsNs). However, in recent

years) wsNs are continually becoming less expensive. As well' advances

in signal-processing techniques and new network architectures are making

wsNs more reliable. In contrast, the cost of wired networks has remained

constant or increased as there has been an increase in the cost of the wire,

the connectors, and. the labor to connect point A to point B. WSN lifetime is

limited by the battery capacity and power consumption whereas a wired net-



work has potentially infinite iifetime. Coverage and reliability is also limited

in WSNs. Although techniques such as multi-hop routing can be deployed to

increase coverage, it comes at the cost os increased drain on battery power'

A heterogeneous network which mixes wired and wireless sensors can take

advantage of the benefits of each network type[JJKOa]'
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Figure 1.1: wired sensor Network for Moisture Detection

The term, civionics, has been recently introduced to describe the disci-

pline of monitoring structures. Civionics is an emerging discipline describing

the interaction between civil engineering and electronics. Integration of intel-

ligent sensing will allow civil structural engineers to evaluate new concepts,

materials, and understand aging buildings. The demand for this technology

is evident in problems such as moisture intrusion in sealed building envelope

systems. New buitdings being constructed with efficiency in mind are sealed

such that air does not easily pass through walls. Any intrusion of water is

thus absorbed into the walls and not allowed to evaporate, resulting in the



wood frame rotting or mold growing. The effects of moisture in building

structures are out of the scope of this thesis, but are the motivation behind

the sensor network and its application.

This thesis evaluates an existing wired sensing network for detecting mois-

ture in building structures and proposes a method for integrating wireless

nodes. The benefits of wireless nodes are seen in decreased installation and

maintenance costs. A typical installation of a wired network for moisture

detection in a building in shown in Figure 1.1. Segments of Moisture Detec-

tion Tape (MDT) are installed along the perimeter of the building. These

segments of tape act as sensols providing data to the Remote Measurement

Units (RMUs). Significant time and cost is required to route wires in stud

cavities to sensors, between RMU's, and back to the gateway (Detec 6000)

as seen in Figure 1.1. Installation costs have been valued at approximately

$50usD per segment of tape, overshadowing the cost of introducing wire-

less components to the hardware. In addition, because of the nature of the

measurements, electrical isolation is extremely important. Resistive values

measured on the tape range from 100Kftto 100Mf). By sharing common

power and communication wiring between nodes, accidental grounding to

building ground introduce errols over this large measurement lange' Acci-

dental grounding is typical in large commercial structures' Tbadesmen not

familiar with the electronics can unknowingly compromise the installation

by faulty wiring or grounding of the tape. Figure 1.1 (left) makes clear the

amount of labour required to route wires thought walls in a structure' Figure

1.2 (right) shows the connectivity between eights segments of tape. Depend-

ing on the size of a structure, it is not uncommon to have over 1000 segments'



It should be evident how accidental wiring erlors can easily occur.

Figure 1.2: (Left) routing of wires in stud cavities, (right) wires terminating

at a junction box

Using wireless sensors avoids many problems, however implementing a

pure wireless network is not always optimal. In certain instances harsh envi-

ronments can limit the communication range or prohibit devices from oper-

ating in the same frequency band. In some instances wireless communication

may also fail when loss rates become unacceptable. To span large distances,

multi-hop routing is required in a mesh network topology. Multi-hop rout-

ing requires complex algorithms to synchronize communication and increased

po\Mel consumption due to the need to listen for neighbor's requests. In these

cases an option for a node to communicate over a wired medium is necessary.

Wired networks suffer from high installation time and costs and limited

installation options. On the other hand, wired networks provide power and

more reliable communication to nodes. This thesis will discuss and imple-



ment a heterogeneous sensor networkl.

This thesis presents the design and evaluation of a heterogeneous net-

work which is based on both wireless and wired networks. The contribution

includes modifying TinyOS, an event based operating system designed for

use with embedded network sensors, to include support for Controìler Area

Networks (cANs) and the PIC18f4680 platform [KwsH05, Lo04], creat-

ing a message protocol over CAN. The thesis also includes the modification

to 802.15.4 to support extremely low powered communication to maximizes

sensing lifetime. An integrated hardware prototype that includes the com-

ponents mentioned is also developed'

In the wireless sensor network community the term mote is used to refer

to a wireless sensol. A mote is usually a single purpose Sensor that is power

constrained and physically very small. Within this thesis, the hardware

developed can act as either an autonomous mote, which is power constrained,

or a cluster head communicating over a wired medium with access to external

power. In a star network topology, objects located around the root are

considered nodes. Topology plays an important role throughout this thesis,

therefore hardware operating aS an autonomous mote is referred to as an

end node and hardware with the ability to route messages from end nodes is

referred to as a cluster head.

This chapter described the motivation and goals for this thesis. The fol-

lowing Chapters include the related work, problem, design, implementation

details including the protocols, some results, and finally the conclusions'

H"t"rog"tr"ons in this thesis impiies a network with multiple communication mediums

lspecifrcally wired and wireless



Chapter 2

Related Wbrk

This chapter discuses the related work and the state of art research conducted

in the fietd of wsNs. Section 2.1 discusses of TinyoS for the Microchip

PIC microcontroller. section 2.2 discusses the work done in heterogeneous

networks to improve lifetime. section 2.3 presents the existing research in

managing energy consumption using various methods. Finally, section 2'4

explores the common hardware chosen for wireless sensor networks'

2.L PIC and TinYOS

Lynch [LO04] evaluated the processor choices for wireless sensor networks to

match the requirements of Tinyos. various processors wele compared, such

as the AVR, PIC16, PIC18, MSP, and the 8051. Results showed the PIC18's

performance IMas just shy of the MSP'

Lynch [LR05] describes the issues involved in running Tinyos on a PIC-

based wireless sensor. It showed that the final performance is comparable to



or better than existing sensor systems for a iimited set of applications'

Kobert [KwsHO5] showed it was feasible to implement TinyOS in a Mi

crochip PICl8F series MCU designed for low-power devices. Due to the

missing GCC tool chain to compile code for the PIC platform, NesC's C

output files were modified by a perl script to conform to the Microchip C18

compiler. F\rture goals were to build the system around the PIC18F4620

which includes nanoWøttTechnologgr and greater memory resources. At the

inception of this thesis, modules for the major components of TinyOS for

the PIC18F4620 are committed to the CVS. This thesis used the committed

code as a template and guide'

Li et al. [$FLR01] a,ïgues that event-driven os architectures, such as

TinyOS, are orders of magnitude better in terms of performance, instruction

and data memoly requirements, and power consumption than traditional

general-purpose operating systems.

2.2 Heterogeneous Networks

Jae-Joon UJK04] analyzed the coverage aging process of a heterogeneous de-

ploymentl. Lifetime sensing coverage was analyzed for both single and multi-

hop communication. An optimal mixture of many inexpensive low-capability

devices and more expensive high-capability devices was found mathemati-

cally and verified through simulations to extend the duration of the network's

sensing performance.

lHeterogeneous in this context was defrned as nodes with different capabilities.



2.3 Energy ConsumPtion

To maximize network lifetime, managing energy consumption plays a major

role. Techniques to reduce energy consumption include reducing the totai

number of transmit and receive messages' reducing the number of long range

transmissions, reducing the duty cycle time, and processing queries using

cross layer optimization. Significant research has been done on reducing

the number of transmissions using methods such as cluster based techniques

[HCB00, GSYS02, YLC+02, 8C03, YF04, LYCW05], solving maximum flow

problems with linear programming [cTO4,8C02, DKN03, KDN02, SK04],

dynamic spanning trees based on energy metrics [CABMO3, WTC03, SR02,

dTdKO3, HI], and genetic algorithms for intelligent routing [GKK+89]' The

work introduced in this thesis simplifies the routing by using single hop com-

munications while taking advantage of cluster based communication where

the network is divided into virtual clusters having cluster members transmit

to cluster heads, and cluster heads transmit to base stations.

2.4 Hardware

As wireless Sensor networks become increasing popular, new technologies

have emerged for mote hardware. Current popular choices include MICAz[Tecc],

TelosB[Tecd], Imote2[Tecb], BTNode[Teca], and TMote[TMo]. Many of thes

motes an iEEE 802.75.4 compatible radio with a low power microproces-

sor such as the TI MSP430 or Atmel ATmega I28L. Hardware requirements

for this thesis include a controller area network controller and transceiver

as well the analog circuitry required for moisture detection' Consideration



was taken as to whether to modify an existing wireless mote to include the

required components or modify an existing wired sensor to include an IEEE

802.I5.4 transceiver.

Most of the related work focuses on specific parts of wireless networks

while this thesis, although influenced by such work, focuses instead on the

system as a whole.



Chapter 3

Problem

3.1 Introduction

Several problems need to be considered in the overall design of a sensor

network. First, the impiementation issues of a heterogeneous network will

be evaluated. These problems will establish the underlying decisions for the

design and implementation in the following chapters'

9.2 Implementation Issues

Nodes in sensor networks need to interact with one another only infrequently'

The motivation for one wireless node to interact with another wireless node

would be to redirect/relay messages down to the root node' By designing

a network to limit wireless/wireless node communication, significant savings

canbeachieved.Theimpiementationproblemsareasfollows:

o Per.formance metrics: acceptable estimates for system lifetime, net-

10



work latency, capacity, throughput, fault tolerance, and scalability are

required to make educated choices about network topology and design'

> Protocols; the protocols at every layer of the osl model must be eval-

uated for the target application. To design efficient protocols, issues

such as clustering, broadcasting, and sleep modes must be addressed'

o capaci,ty/throughput: the capacity and throughput requirements of the

network affect network topology, software and hardware design, and the

communication Protocols used'

o Routi,ng: the routing choices will affect the network topology. A many-

to-one network invoives all nodes reporting to a base station' Whereas,

multi-hop routing can be implemented to span large areas wirelessly'

o channel Access and, sched,uling: helps energy and delay balancing' Be-

cause wireless nodes access a shared medium, problems such as colli-

sions and spatial reuse must be considered'

c Mod,el,ing: before impiementation, modeling could provide suggestions

for design improvements. Modeling can heip determine the number of

motes and relative distribution, degree and type of mobility, character-

istics of wireless links, volume of traffic injected by the source' life-span

of nodes interaction, and detailed energy consumptions'

o Connect'iui,tg: \s a very imPortant

Building monitoring requires that

disjoint Parts.

issue for wireless sensor networks'

the network is not partitioned into

11



c Quali.tg of serui.ce(QoS):QoS changes from application to application'

Well defined quality of service constraints are required before proceed-

ing with network design to ensure the network has the capacity to deliv-

ery reliable and timely data. Depending on the level of Qos, a network's

performance may not be sufficient to satisfy the delay requirements' For

example, because wireless nodes have power constraints and sieep for

the majority of the time, a QoS constraints that require realtime data

are not realistic.

Although a standard IEEE 802.t5.4 implementation addresses many of

the topics mentioned above, monitoring applications require these standards

be re-evaluated to suit long term building monitoring. Many of the imple-

mentationproblemsareoverlappingandrequirecrosslayerdesign.

3.3 Environment Deployment Issues

Network deployment is constrained by communication langes' Human in-

teraction is needed at every level of design. Therefore a set of rules need

to be created to facilitate network design. Rule sets for the type of envi-

ronment need to be established, which requires testing various environments

and determining reasonable communication ranges. Also, tools need to be

created to evaluate the environment before the network is deployed to map

out ,,dead,, spots. In special cases) such as extremely harsh environments,

wired devices may be the only suitable device. secondly, the co-existence of

other devices in the 2.4GHz frequency band need to be considered' Evalua-

tion of channel selection, not only for the establishment of subnetworks' but

72



for interface from other devices is also necessary'

This chapter discussed some problems associated with using sensor net-

works. Many of these problems affect components at many levels of the

system, therefore a cross level design approâ,ch needs to be taken. The re-

sults of this thesis will touch on evely problem addressed in this chapter'

13



Chapter 4

Design

This chapter wili discuss the design of a heterogeneous network for maximiz-

ing sensing lifetime. Section 4.1 presents the objectives of the software and

hardware. section 4.2 presents IEEE 802.15.4 as the wireless protocol and

discusses the topology chosen. section 4.3 discuses why cAN was chosen as

the protocoi for the wired medium. section 4.4 presents the problems and

solution for routing between the two protocols' section 4.5 presents Tinyos

and discusses why it was chosen. Finally, section 4.6 presents the operation

of the monitoring software by describing the autonomous tasks involved'

4.! Software and Hardware Design

Hardware abstraction in system design allows for portability and simplified

development by hiding hardware intricacies. This can conflict with the per-

formance and energy-efficiency of wsN applications. An operating system,

such as Tinvos, based on a component-based model, allows for component

T4



re-usability while maintaining energy-efficiency by allowing full access to the

hardware capabilities. The Hardware Abstraction Architecture (HAA) in

TinyOS provides balance between deveiopment convenience and efficiency'

All layers of the HAA, application design and implementation were ex-

plored. Because a new hardware target is introduced, many modules for

the Hardware Presentation Layer (HPL) needed to be developed and tested.

With respect to software design, the hardware interaction layer should be ab-

stracted from the application layer so applications are una\Mare of the medium

their messages ale being transmitted on. A message protocol also needs to be

created in CAN to encapsulate TinyOS messages and route them appropri-

ately. consideration of cAN's 8 byte message size needs to be addressed ei-

ther by limiting the size of the TinyoS messages, or by segmenting a Tinyos

message into serval CAN protocol messages'

Nodes will also be responsible for autonomous communication queries

over a network. These tend to be repetitive in nature' The continuous

Iistening for requests from the root node consumes a great deal of energy'

This is even more evident in monitoring static civil structures over long

periods of time. For example, in the monitoring of moisture in a building,

the gateway polls each node individually. Nodes sit idle listing for a request

in a passive nature. A. smart node should anticipate such polling, and an

even more advanced node should not need to be asked to produce the results,

results should, instead, just be expected at regular intervals by the gateway'

By providing nodes with information to produce their own results, a great

deal of energy can be saved. The trade off in this design comes in the reduced

ability to query a node at any point in time. Specialized queries need to be

l5



deferred until the next time the node checks in with values. This also requires

cluster heads to queue messages.

The hardware/software interaction for the transceivers to reduce power

consumption was also investigated. A cluster star network topology was

selected for network deployment. Cluster heads will communicate to each

other over the fast, reliable and very robust CAN network. A clustered star

network topology suggests cluster heads be externally powered to support the

continuous listening required when communication is central. Using a wired

protocol to connect cluster heads removes the burden of multi-hop routing

to span large distances between clusters, such as those methods found in

mesh networks. By removing these constraints, the end nodes have few

responsibilities and therefore can have lower duty cycles.

4.2 IEEE 802.L5.4

For wireless communication, IEEE 802.15.4 [oEE] was chosen for the PHY

and part of the MAC layer. The IEEE 802.L5.4 protocol was chosen over

other standards, such as IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth because it is targeted

toward low-rate, low-power consumption and low-cost. IEEE 802.75.4 defines

three network topologies: stâ,r, peer-to-peer, and the cluster tree. The hybrid

network defined in this thesis closely resemble the cluster tree, as shown in

Figure 4.1. The cluster heads communicate using the CAN instead of routing

messages through leaf nodes.

By choosing an IEEE 802.75.4 compatible transceiver, several design is-

sues were resolved due to the availability of IEEE 802.15.4 data sniffers used

16
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for debugging network problems. Physical Layer management services in-

clude the following: activation and deactivation of the radio transceiver,

Energy Detection (ED), Link Quality Indicator (LQI), and Clear channel

Assessment (CCA).

The MAC layer provided by IEEE 802.15.4 provides services such as bea-

con management, channel access, guaranteed time slots (GTS) management,

frame validation, acknowledged frame delivery, association and disassocia-

tion, and security mechanisms. IEEE 802.15.4 can operate in two modes:

beacon-enabled mode and non-beacon-enabled mode . The use of beacon-

enabled mode promotes synchronized communication. Coordinators generate

beacons, in a super frame structure, to manage communication. A version

of slotted CSMA/CA is used. The frame is divided into 16 slots followed by

a predefined inactive period inside a beacon interval as shown in Figure 4.2.

The duration of the slotted communication is the Contention Access Period

(CAP). General communication is restricted to the CAP by competing for a

slot. A Contention Flee Period (CFP) can be added after the CAP and can

be used to guarantee QoS by dividing it into Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS).

The inactive period allows nodes to enter sleep mode, fulfilling the need for

Iow power.

The second mode, non-beacon-enabled, uses unslotted CSMA/CA. There

is no requirement for nodes to synchronize. Nodes access the medium by eval-

uating energy on the channel and waiting a random back-off period before

transmitting if the channel is busy. The proposed network will use a version

of unslotted CSMA/CA which could be considered a reverse beacon-enabled

mode. Instead of coordinators or cluster heads sending beacons, end nodes

18
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1 23 45 6 7 B I 10 11 1213 14 15 16

Bl = aBasesuperFrameDuration'2Bo

SD = aBaseSuperFrameDuration*2so Symbols

Figure 4.2: Super Flame of IEEE 802'L5'4 [oEE]

will issue a beacon to start communication. Beacons will be intercepted by

coordinators. ACK RSSI values are used to determine which node is the clos-

est. During this handshaking, power levels can be adjusted to the minimum

acceptable value. Leaf nodes transmit their messages and obtain network

variables stored by the coordinator. This process is explained more fully

in Section 7.1.5 This operation only works in networks with low bandwidth

and staggered communication. Otherwise, performance will be degraded by

collisions. The beacon-enabled mode fits networks where synchronization is

important while the non-beacon mode suits networks where power saving is

more important.

4.3 Controller Area Network

A Controller Area Network (c AN) was chosen as the wired medium protocol.

A CAN promotes efficient design due to its limited payload size' One design

lnactive Period

19



challenge is to relay messages

vice versa. A CAN supports

layer must structure messages

illustrates the fields and their

from the wired medium to the wireless and

an B byte payload, therefore the application

to accommodate this limitation. Figure 6.1

Iengths in a CAN frame.

5 - 13 bytes

Sende¡s EID DLC RÈspûnÊê Þ¿1Ê

Figure 4.3: CAN Flame

The advantages of CANs over other wired network protocols are as fol-

lows:

o Fault tolerance

Short messages, but high message frequency (more than 10,000/s)

High bandwidth utilization

r Reasonable transmission speeds

o Several higher-layer protocols available such as DeviceNet, CANopen,

and J1939

o Adjustable bit rates are configurable and can accommodate long dis-

tance communication

20



A CAN uses a message acknowledgment system that provides a trans-

mitter with an acknowledgment of receipt within the message itself. One of

the last bits in a CAN message is an acknowledgment bit that is not written

by the transmitter. Instead, it is used by all receivers to send an indication

back to the transmitter that this message IMas received successfully.

If any single node has a receive error, there is a mechanism that allows

that node to destroy the message for every node resulting in an automatic

retransmission of the message. As this is implemented in low-level hardware,

every CAN node in the network participates in this error checking mech-

anism, even if it has no use for the message transmitted. As a result, a

transmitter knows that if it received the acknowledgment, every node on the

network has successfully received the message. In the event that multiple

nodes try to access the network simultaneously, a bit-wise non-destructive

arbitration mechanism resolves the potential conflict with no loss of data

or bandwidth. During arbitration every transmitter compares the level of

bit transmitted against the value monitored on the bus. Arbitration is lost

when a transmitter sends a recessive bit while the value monitored on the

bus is dominant. The transmitter that lost arbitration will withdraw without

sending any more bits.

As compared to Ethernet, a CAN message does not specify a transmitting

station or node. As a result, an Identifier Field (EID) is included in each

message. In the cAN 2.0 A spec, this field is 11 bits. In the cAN 2.0 B

spec, it is 29 bits. Such a message identifier has to be unique within the

whole network and it defines not only the content but also the priority of the

message.
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4.4 Addressing

In the design implemented, the 29 bit CAN Message identifier is broken

down into two fields, Node Tgpe and Node ID. The first 5 bits will be used

as the Node Type and the remaining 24 bits for the Node ID. Because the

CAN protocol does not provide a destination address, only the source address

(EID), the first 3 bytes of the message are reserved for the destination node

ID. When relaying messages over wireless using IEEE 802.15.4, addressing

changes are required. IEEE 802.75.4 supports a short addressing mode of

16 bits. For the initial design, all nodes aïe plogrammed with a 24 bif

Node ID, but, while communicating wirelessly, each node will only use the

16 least significant bits of the Node ID as its address. Figure 4.4 illustrates

the changing of addresses between cAN and IEEE 802.15.4 frames.

IS¡JS EID DLC Dast Ncde ld PayLoad

802.15.4
MAC Data Franre
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Figure 4.4: CAN-IEEE 802.15.4 Packet tansition

Messages being relayed from CAN-to-Wireless require packet restructur-
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ing. Along with the change in addressing noted above, the destination ad-

dress must be extracted from the first 3 bytes of the payload and inserted

into the destination address in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC addressing fields.

Figure 4.5 details the fields required for IEE 802.15.4. Similarly, Wireless-

to-CAN requires the reverse packet re-organization. The destination Node

ID from the wireless message must be placed in the first 3 bytes of the CAN

message. Secondly, the CAN EID must be replaced with the sending Node

ID's address.
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Figure 4.5: Data Fbame [Chi]

4.5 TinyOS

Ttaditional embedded applications are bonded tightly to a particular hard-

ware environment by integrating high-level logic with low level manipulation

of bits. This is due to limited hardware resources, specialized applications,

and tight development cycles. Operating systems promote development of
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reliable software by providing abstraction of the hardware resources. Sensor

networks, although embedded, are general purpose enough to need such ab-

stractions. TinyOS [Hil00], an operating system for sensor networks, provides

an event-drvien execution model and a component-based sofbware design that

supports a high degree of concurrency for a small footprint, enhances robust-

ness, and minimizes po\Mer consumption while facilitating implementation of

relatively sophisticated protocols and algorithms. TinyOS-based applications

consist of components with well-defined interfaces.

4.6 Autonomous Tasks

A majority of motes in sensor networks perform repetitive tasks. These tasks

are either induced individually by the gateway or preformed autonomously by

the mote. A third type of task, a combination of the above two, is injected by

the root and allows the motes to provide results over time. This approach is

similar to stream queries implemented in systems such as tinyDB [MFHHO5].

Stream queries have an additional component, a window, which allows aggre-

gation over a, partition of the dataset. The Motes described in this thesis are

seeded with an initial quely to provide data back to the gateway. The com-

plexity of data aggregation is left to the gateway or data collection center.

Parameters for the query can be modified at the time results are pushed for-

ward. When a wireless mote initiates communication with a gateway node to

push its results, it listens for a small time period to become informed of any

updates. This approach not only simplifies communication, but also satis-

fies the requirement for extremely low power consumption. First, by seeding
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repetitive tasks in motes, such as a streaming query, motes are not required

to iisten to individually injected singleton tasks. Secondly, by having motes

retrieve query parameters while pushing data towards the gateway, motes

are not required to synchronize with beacons to receive messages.

This chapter discussed the overall design of the proposed heterogeneous

network. The following section will present the implementation of the system.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

The implementation of this thesis included developing protocols, software

and hardware for a heterogeneous network. Section 5.1 presents the hard-

ware and interfacing required to build the first wireless/CAN prototype. Fi-

nally, Section 5.2 discusses the modules created in TinyOS to support the

heterogeneous network.

5.1 Node Flardware

The Remote Measurement Unit (RMU) developed by SMT Research was

chosen as the base platform. It includes a PICl8F MCU [Incb], that in-

cludes a CAN controller and circuitry to provide moisture measurements.

Modifications to this base platform were done to support a radio transceiver

and battery operation.

Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the hardware for the proposed RMU

redesign. All the necessary sensors are included for structural health moni-
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Figure 5.1: Hardware Block Diagram

toring as well as components for communication. The redesigned hardware

will have the ability to operate in either cluster head or autonomous modes.

while operating in cluster head mode, the RMU will communicate over the

cAN and, as a result, have access to an external power soulce.

One of the challenges is to interface the RMU with a Chipcon CC2420

[Chi] daughter board to support wireless communication. Figure 5'2 shows

the general approach to interfacing the transceiver to a processor' In the
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figure the FI FO data is connected to a general-purpose input/output(G1O)

pin, FI FOP, the FIFO threshold interrupt, is connected to an interrupt pin,

the Clear Channel Assessment (CC A) is connected to a second G.IO pin, the

Start of F}ame Delimiter (S F D) is connected to a pin that supports a timer

capture, the CC2420 Chip Select (C S.) is connected to a GIO pin, SPI Slave

Input (,S1) is connected to Master SPI Output (MOSI), SPI Slave output

(.9O) is connected to Master SPI Input (MISO), and the SPI Clock Input

(SC LK) is connected to the microprocessor SPI Clock output (SC LK). The

design varied slightly because some GIO and interrupt pins were already in

use. SFD is tied to an interrupt instead of timer capture and therefore must

be polled in software. Another method evaluated was to interrupt on the

FIFO pin instead of the FIFOP pin. The general practice to interrupt on

the FIFOP pin was followed which ensures that data in the FIFO passes

address recognition. Figure 5.3 shows the first prototype developed.

5.2 TinyOS

The prototype developed included TinyOS running on the PIC18F4680 MCU

[KWSHO5] as the base for the RMU platform code. Additional modules were

required for the CAN controller, and CC2420. Figure 5.4 shows a visual

representation of the module graph for the Wireless Structure Monitoring

System (WISMS). Not shown in the application module graph are the hard-

ware modules created. The standard GenericComn module was modifred to

support packets being sent and received over the CAN. The WISMS appli-

cation operates in one of two modes: cluster head or autonomous agent.
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Figure 5.2: CC2420 Microprocessor Interface

While acting as a cluster head, the mote continuously listens for messages

over the radio. Once a message is received via the !üISMSMessageHandler

module, the mote converts the radio packet to a CAN packet and forwards

it to the gateway device. A mote operating in the autonomous agent mode

uses the AutonomousTimer module to schedule wake up periods. When the

AutonomousTiner expires, the mote executes the CMDMeasure command and

forwards the result to the cluster head. The lrlISMSMessageHandler module

can service requests over both the CAN and the Radio. The received message

is processed against the lrllSMSComnandC command factory pattern module.

5.2.L \MISMS Command Configuration

Figure 5.5 illustrates the WISMSCommand configuration used for the im-

plementation of commands. All commands implement a standard interface,
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Figure 5.3: First Prototype of the Wireless RMU

WISMSCommand, which enforces structured command execution' Com-

mands implemented include CMDGet ID, CMDChange fD, C M D Autonomous, C M -

Dfuest, and CMDMeasure. Figure 5.5 shows the wiring of additional modules

used to complete a command, such as a T'imer for CMDMeasure.

5.2.2 CC242O Component

Figure 5.6 shows the configuration for the CC2420 component. This config-

uration is responsible for "wiring" together many components including the

CC2l^7Control moduIe,, CCLl\7fuadi,o module, HPLCC2420 modúe, and
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Figure 5.4: TinyOS component graph for the WISMS application

the PlClSFLl\7Interrupt module to build the WISMS application. This

configuration provides interfaces lor Recei,ueMsg interface and BareSendMsg

interface, making this configuration compatible with the GenericCornrn corr-

figuration. The CCL427Control module is responsible for configuration of

the CC2420 including functions to set the channel and ID of the mote.

The HPLCC2420 module is responsible for implementing access to the data

FIFO, low level access to the registers, and sending and receiving messages.

Successful reception of a messages is signaled from the Plcl9FZ42}Interrupt

module.
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Figure 5.5: WISMS command pattern

5.2.3 The CAN Component

Figure 5.7 show the configura,tion for the CAN component introduced into

TinyOS. Analogous to the cczl27Radi,o confr.guration, Ihe cAN config-

uration provides lhe Rece'iueMsg and BareSendMsg making it compatible

wílh Generi,cComm. Low level access to the CAN controller is handled by

the HPLCAI{ module. This module is responsible for building TOS-rnsg

structirres from frames over the CAN bus by using the PICl9Flî2)Interrupt

module to receive notification when frames have been received. Similarly, the
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HPLCAN module creates CAN frames from TOS-rnsg structures received by

the B areS endMsg interface.

6.2.4 GenericComm Configuration

GenericComm is used in most cases to encapsulate the TinyOS network

stack as shown in Figure 5.8. Generi,cComm provides SendMsg interface and

Rece,iueMsg interface by wiring a parameterized interface to the module. By

parameterization of these interfaces, many different components can access

a communication medium at the same time. Applications and the network

stack exchange message buffers through pointers. Modules wishing to send

data provide their own storage buffer while receiving components consume

the buffer passed by the radio stack. GenericComm provides limited receive
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Figure 5.7: CAN Configuration

buffering. Typically, after consuming a buffer a component will pass it back

to the radio stack, however, if the modules wishes to store that buffer it may

instead return a pointer to another free buffer. For components to accumulate

several packets before processing, the buffers must be statically allocated and

locally stored, rather than relying on the network stack to provide a level of

buffering.

5.2.5 TinyOS and the PIC Architecture

To compile machine code for the PIC architecture some additional steps were

required than what would not be needed for platforms directly supported by

TinyOS, such as the MSP430 and the Atmel processors'

NesC compiles all the modules required for an application into a single C
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frle. To allow private function calis and data, all function calls and variables

inside the module are converted into fully qualified names starting with the

module name. Because nesC follov/s ANSI C' a majority of the nesC code

produced does not need to be changed.

The C file produced by nesC, however, is not compatible with the Mi-

crochip C18 [Inca] compiler. To solve this problem the output is filtered with

a perl script to produce compa,tible code. A custom linker file was also cre-

ated to allocate code and data in memory efficiently. The complexity of the
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application resulted in code that would not fit in the default sections created

by the linker

Sections are portions of an application located at specific memory ad-

dresses. Sections can be located in either program or data memory. By

default there are two types of sections for each type of memory. The pro-

gram memory contains the code section, which holds the executable content,

and romdaúø section, which holds the data in program memoly. The data

memory contains the udata section, which holds statically allocated unini-

tialized user variables, and the i,data section, which contains the statically

allocated initialized user variables.

The pragmø language extension was used to change the section type.

The perl script used to create code compatible with the C18 compile uses the

pragn-La directive to allocated static data to a large portion of data memory

defined in the custom linker file.

The PIC architecture is restricted to a pre-compiled stack. This means

static resources are allocated for each function using a call graph at compile

time. Because storage space for the function arguments is static, calling

a function overwrites these arguments. This results in the lack of ability

to allow recursive function calls and functions that are re-entrant. This

restriction must be kept in mind while creating modules.

This chapter presented the hardware and software implementation for a

heterogeneous sensor network.
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Chapter 6

CAN Node Communication

Protocol

This chapter describes the protocol used for communication between the

gateway and various node types attached to a CAN interface. A CAN bus

is used for the physical layer of this communication protocol. Some famil-

iarity with CANs is assumed in this section. This section will focus on the

higher level protocol layered on top of the CAN protocol for gateway/node

communication, and will only discuss CAN details where they impact our

protocol.

6.1 General Packet Format

Various fields of a CAN frame are used in this protocol, as shown in Table

6.1.

For our purposes, the EID field contains the identifier of the message



Table 6.1: CAN Fþame Fields

sender. The 29-bit EID is comprised of two subfields; a type field (upper 5

bits) and a node identifier field (lower 24 bits). Every CAN node, regardless

of type, has a globatty unique 24-bit node identifier (i.e. no two nodes will

ever have the same node identifier across all node types), allowing for over

16 million nodes. Since the EID contains the sender's address, for gateway

to node communications, the destination node identifier needs to be encoded

in the data field of every packet. Only 24 bits are used for the node identifier

so that messages sent from the gateway to a node, which must contain the

destination of the message in the data field, uses only 3 of the available 8

data bytes.

The upper 5 bits of the EID field are used to determine the type of

device sending the message, with all ones (0x1F) being reserved to indicate

a communications protocol handling error. This allows for up to 31 different

types of nodes/devices to be developed for attachment to the CAN interface.

CAN Field Description

EID A unique message identifier of the sending node.

(Extended format is used containing 29 bits)

DLC Data length code: the number of bytes in the data segment of

the message. (4 bits)

Data Arbitrary payload data sent with the message, of size determined

by the DLC field.(0-8 bytes)
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Table 6.2: CAN Type and DescriPtion

Type Description

0x00 Gateway

0x01 CAN Node

0x02..0x1E Undefined - reserved for future use

0x1F Error Packet

Currently defined node types are listed in Table 6.2'

Standard communication between the gateway and CAN nodes is initi-

ated by the gateway in a master-slave relationship. The gateway to node

communication is not type specific, but node to gateway communication is

type qualified by the type field of the responding node reflecting the type

of that node. As such, the gateway must manage node specific semantics in

gateway to node communication by node identifier'

The CAN communication packets are defined as an integral package of 5

to 13 bytes, depending on the response data length, as per Figure 6.1.

Sendeç¡ EID DLC Rés[ÐnÉÊ DÉ1â

Figure 6.1: CAN Flame

in this section and their meanings. The
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Table 6.3 details the terms used



Table 6.3: CAN Definitions

CAN controller is responsible for inserting the CAN SRR, IDE, and RTR bits

into the EID as well using the least significant bits of the DLC for managing

the data field. Conversely, the CAN controllers are responsible for removing

those bits. The EID discussed throughout this document referrs to the CAN

EID.

The gateway always uses an EID of 0x00000000 (node type : 0x00, node

id : 0x000000). Since a transmission with an EID:O has a higher priority

on a CAN bus than an EID:1, this ensures that the gateway will always win

arbitration if there is a collision on the CAN bus.

6.1.1 Byte Ordering

Atl multi-byte values are stored in the communications packets in big-endian

representation (i.e. most significant byte first).

Term Description

EID The 29-bit EID not including the SRR, IDE, and RIR bits,

right justified in a 32-bit field.

CAN EID The fult 32-bit CAN extended ID presented on the wire on the

CAN Bus, including SRR, IDE, and RTR bits. This is the EID

transferred to/from the CAN Controller.

Node Id The 24-bit node identifier of a node

Node Typ" The 5-bit type identifier of a node



6.L.2 Gateway Command Packet (Gateway to Node)

A gateway to node transmission reserves the first four bytes of the data field

for a target node identifier and a command identifier. The entire data field

is defined in Figure 6.2

Target I'lode ld trnd Cmd Specifc Data

Figure 6.2: Gateway Command CAN Data Field

The Cmd field is a command identifier which is an unsigned 8-bit value

that determines the action to be taken by the node based on this transmis-

sion. The Target Node Id field is the unique node identifier of the node, or

the value OxFFFFFF if the message is intended for all nodes (i.e. a broadcast

message) as shown in Figure 6.4.

Complete packet structure is shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, where normal

and broadcast packets are shown respectively.
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ISh'IS EID DLC DeS I'lode ld Cmd Cmd Data

Figure 6.3: Gateway Command Packet

ISMS EID DLC IIIFFFFFF Crnd Cmd Data

Figure 6.4: Gateway Broadcast Packet

6.1.3 Node Packet Reception Selection

A CAN node will use CAN receive filters (hardware filtering) for the following

EIDs, translated appropriately to CAN EIDs:

o 0x00000000 (Regular packet from gateway)

o 0x1F000000 (Error packet from gateway)

This witl result in a node only receiving gateway traffic from the CAN

bus. A node's firmware does further packet selection based on the destination

node identifier field (Daia[O:2] from the data portion of the packet, selecting

on the actual nodes node identifier or the node identifier of OxFFFFFF).

A node will not accept, or respond to a broadcast packet for a command

that does not have a defined behaviour for broadcast. Conversely, a node will
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respond with an error packet to command identifiers that are not defined for

the specific node's type when addressed specifically to that node.

6.L.4 Node Response Packet (Node to Gateway)

In a response packet sent from a node to the gateway, the entire data field

contains the node's response (0-8 bytes). For a node to gateway transmission

which contains a data response, the first byte of the data field is reserved for

a result code.

Note that the response packet does not indicate which command it is

in response to. The gateway, on a per-node basis, will always wait for the

ïesponse to one command, or timeout before sending another command to

that node. The gateway may, however, send commands to other nodes while

it is waiting for a response from a specific node. If the gateway is communi-

cating with many nodes concurrently, then it must take precautions to wait

for all outstanding communications to complete before commencing a broad-

cast transmission. Conversely, the gateway must wait for the actions of a

broadcast transmission to be completed before commencing with per-node

communications again.

The gateway does not use any CAN receive filters allowing it to receive

traffic from all nodes. The gateway identifies the responding node from the

EID field of the packet.

The gateway terminates the waiting-for-Iesponse state of a command-

response transaction with a node upon the following conditions shown in

Table 6.4.

For commands that do not require a response, the transaction is consid-
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T
Normal Response EID : (Node type, Node id), (0 <: DLC <: 8)

A normal response from the node, including responses

with an unsuccessful result code.

Timeout A programmed derived time period has elapsed since

the command packet was sent. Responses that arrive

after the timeout period will be discarded by the gateway.

Error Packet EID : (Node type : 0x1F, Node id), DLC:O

An error does not include any data in the data portion of

the packet.

ered complete once the packet has been sent.

6.1.5 Node Autonomous Packet (Node to Gatev/ay)

Nodes will periodically provide data to the gateway that was not requested in

the master/slave configuration. To distinguish such packets from requested

packets, nodes change the type field in the EID to 0x02. The gateway filters

autonomous packets so they do not appear in the input queue for requested

commands. This alloww both types of communication to operate simultane-

ously. The gateway will need to know how to process autonomous packets.

Autonomous packets will include a CMD, or command, field as the first byte

in the data section, as shown in Figure 6.5'
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Senders EID DLC Ctutt RespÕ{lse Dãlä

Figure 6.5: Autonomous CAN Packet

6.1.6 Node Error handling

A node will respond with an error packet for general errors in the communi-

cation protocol for packets addressed for a specific node. Protocol errors for

broadcast packets are silently ignored to avoid an error storm on the CAN

bus.

Generally, an elror packet will be sent to the gateway from a node when

one of these errors is detected at the node:

o DLC field incorrect for command (this will catch DLC > 8)

. command not defined for node

During command processing a node may detect additional errors. These

errors are reported back to the gateway as a result code in a normal response

packet as opposed to an error packet. For responses which normally include

response data, dummy data values with a bit pattern of all 1s, will be pop-

ulated in the response to maintain the defined packet size of the command

response packet (e.g. 0xFF for a byte field).

For commands that provide response data (i.e. response packets with

a DLC > 0), a result code is supplied in the first data byte (i.e. Data[O])
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of the response data field. Result codes are defined across ail node types'

Responses to specific commands will use a subset of these result codes as

defined by the command. Result codes are returned for commands regardless

of the command addressing method (direct or broadcast) to the node. A list

of result command codes is shown in Table 6.5

6.2 CA|[ Commands/Responses

This section presents each of the commands that the Gateway can send to

any type of CAN node, as well as the format of the response expected from

the node, if any. It is expected that all CAN nodes, regardless of type, will

respond to each of these commands.

Table 6.6 contains a list of Master/Slave CAN Commands implemented

in this project

6.3 Autonomous Node ResPonse

Table 6.7 lists the autonomous commands that a gateway will process from

anv type of CAN node

6.4 Summary

This chapter presented the message protocol used on the CAN bus. In partic-

ular, addressing for sensor networks, message types, and message commands

have been defined.
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Table 6.5: CAN Normal Packet Response Result Code

Hex Decimal (signed) Result Code Definition

0x00 0 Success

0xFF -1 Error, invalid command data.

This error is used to respond to a situation where data

for a command is outside of the range of acceptable

values as specified in the command packet.

0xFE , Error, feature not present. This error is used to respond

to a situation where a command is directed towards an

unimplemented feature of a node. E.g. Attempt to read

External RAM, when no external RAM is present.

0xFD -.) Error, non specific error. This error is used to respond to a

situation where no other error code is appropriate.

0xFC -4 RMU. Specifi.c to command 0x09.

indicate that the selected external

Error, power not on

This error is used to

pov/er line is not on.

0xFB -5 Error, Non existent address. Only specific to command 0xFE

and OxFD. This error is used to respond to a request to

operate on a memory location that does not exist in the node'

0xFA -6 Error, CRC mismatch Only specific to command 0x0F

(RU Program Image). This error is used to respond to a

request to program an image from the external EEPROM

that does not match the CRC included with the command.

0xF9 -7 Undefined

0x01 ReserveQþr future use.



\ UUIIIIIIA,ITU¡J

Command DLCCommand Command Name Name

0x01 Identify 4

0x02 Get Reading 6

0x03 Set Autonomous Mode 5

0x04 Get Version 4

0xFC Set Node ID 7

Command Command Name Name Command DLC

0x01 Autonomous Resistance Reading 8

0x02 Autonomous Voltage Reading 8

0x03 Battery Power 6

0x04 Routing Node 8
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Chapter 7

\Mireless Node Communication

Protocol

This chapter describes the protocol used for communication between the

cluster heads and various node types communicating over a wireless medium.

IEEE 802.L5.4 is used for the physical layer of this communication protocol.

Nodes featuring only an 802.I5.4 transceiver for communication are referred

to as wireless nodes. Nodes containing an 802.15.4 and CAN transceiver are

referred to as cluster heads because they will route messages from wireless

nodes onto the CAN bus for the gateway to process. Communication between

wireless nodes and cluster heads is limited to the IEEE 802.75.4 beacon

interval.
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Fbame Length Frame length

FCF Frame Control Field

DSN Data Sequence Number

Addr. Info Address Information

Payload Flame Payload

FCS Flame Sequence Check

Table 7.1:802.L5.4 Frame Fields

7.L General Packet Format

The fields of an 802.15.4 frame, shown in Table 7.I, are used in this protocol.

Because packets from the radio are redirected over the CAN bus, payload

sizes between CAN packets and 802.15.4 packets must be compatible. To

accommodate this constraint wireless packets are limited to a payload of 8

bytes or less.

Figure 7.1 show the structure of a 802.75.4 frame.

7.L.1 Byte Ordering

All multi-byte values are stored in the communications packets in big-endian

representation (i.e. most significant byte first).
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Figure 7.2: Autonomous Wireless Packet

The CMD field is a command identifier which is an unsigned 8-bit value

that determines the action to be taken by the cluster head based on this
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transmission.

7.L.3 Cluster Head Packet Reception Selection

A cluster head node continuously iistens to traffic on the radio. The address

decoder and software filters select messages in the same personal area network

(PAN) and addresses either to:

o OxFF (Broadcast packet), or

o the cluster head address

This will result in a cluster head only

to filter messages through it.

receiving traffic from nodes wishing

7.L.4 Wireless Node Packet Reception Selection

To conserve energy, wireless nodes do not listen passively on the radio unless

they are in their beacon interval. During the beacon intervai, wireless nodes

will turn their radios on and only communicate to the cluster head. The only

exception is during cluster head selection, where the wireless node listens for

the beacon response.

7.L.5 Wireless Beacon

To initiate communication between cluster heads and wireless nodes, a bea-

con frame is sent from the wireless node to the cluster head. Figure 7.3 shows

the communication during the beacon interval. The beacon frame contains

the command OxFF in data[0] and is broadcast across the channel. Cluster
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heads within the range of the wireless node respond to the beacon with the

beacon reply frame containing the command 0xEE in data[0]. The wireless

node waits until all cluster heads have had a chance to respond and continues

communication with the cluster head with the strongest RSSI value.

E!eaco,, I
'"*'' 

L

Data Frame

ACK Frame

Figure 7.3: Beacon Interval Communication

7.L.6 Wireless Node-to-Cluster Head Commands/Node

Responses

This section presents each of the commands that a wireless node can send to

a cluster head, as well as the data length code (DLC). Table 7.2 contains the

RSSI values are measured from all Beacon Replies. The strongest reply
in lhe Beacon Reply set is chosen as the clusler head

Address: 0x22
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:w
Command Command Name Name Command DLC

0x01 Autonomous Resistance Reading 8

0x02 Autonomous Voltage Reading 8

0x03 Battery Power 6

0x04 Routing Node 8

0xEE Beacon Response 1

0xFF Beacon 1

commands used in wireless communication. All commands sent to the cluster

head are autonomous in origin, the only exception being beacon requests.

7.2 Summary

This chapter presented the message protocol used over IEEE 802.15.4. In

particular, addressing for sensor networks, message types, and message com-

mands have been defined. The distinction between cluster heads and au-

tonomous nodes has been defined in terms of functionality and the data

exchange protocol was shown in a message sequence diagram. Communica-

tion between autonomous wireless nodes and ciuster heads is limited to the

beacon interval initiated by the an autonomous wireless node to conserve

energy by limiting idle listening.
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Chapter 8

Results

All of the problems outlined in this thesis have been addressed in the de-

sign and implementation. This section summaries the work done and how it

solved the identified problems. First, Section 8.1 describes the modifications

made to IEEE 802.15.4 to suit long sensing lifetimes. Section 8.2 describes

the benefits of using a CAN integrated with a wireless sensor network for

structural health monitoring. Section 8.3 presents the results from analyzing

co-existence with IEEE 802.11 networks and the importance of channel se-

lection. Section 8.4 presents the tests conducted to verify the correctness of

system operation and its robustness. Finally, Section 8.5 presents the results

of a simulation used to predict the sensor lifetime under different scenarios.

8.1 Modifled IEEE 802.L5.4

This thesis uses the PHY layer and many of the services provided by the

MAC laver in the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. The use of these components
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helped develop a robust protocol that is better suited for extremely long

term monitoring. By using the IEEE 802.t5.4 protocol for wireless commu-

nication, issues such as channel access and scheduling were resolved. A higher

level application protocol used the services provided by the IEEE 802.L5.4

transceiver to allow for the beacon interval to be initiated at the wireless end

node.

8.2 CAN

CAN was introduced in this thesis to relieve the burden of multi-hop rout-

ing by routing messages back to the gateway over a fast and reliable wired

medium. The addition of the CAN network improved the connectivity of the

systems and simplified the routing of messages'

8.3 Channel Selection

To maximize capacity and throughput, selection of appropriate channels is

necessary. Proper channel selection will improve the coexistence with other

devices in the 2.4GHz spectrum. One of the biggest contenders in buildings

would be IEEE 802.11 networks. RF channels for IEEE 802.L5.4 overlap

channels in IEEE 802.11. Coexistence between these protocol was studied in

lcwl
IEEE 802.11 is broken down into 11 channels in North America and 13 in

Europe. These channels are staggered with center frequencies SMHz apart

with an overall channel bandwidth oî.22 MHz. The channels are identical for
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IEEE 802.11b and g, the differences lie in the modulation scheme. Channels

are spread spectrum meaning they do not occupy a single channel, but op-

erate over a band of frequencies within the 22 MHz channel. When selecting

a channel you are actually selecting the center frequency. These channels,

along with lower, center, and upper frequencies are shown in Table 8.1.

The IEEE 802.L5.4 radio, similarly to IEEE 802.11b, uses direct-sequence

spread spectrum coding which results in an overall bit rate of 250 kbits/s per

channel in the 2.4GHz spectrum. There are 16 channels, each with a center

channel separation of 5 MHz and a frequency range of 3 MHz. Unlike IEEE

802.11, IEEE 802.75.4 uses non-overlapping channels.

Co-channel interference is an important issue to consider to ensure that

each wireless service maintains its desired performance requirements. Refer-

ring to table 8.1, it should be noted thatIEEE 802.15.4 has two channels,

25 and 26, that are outside the frequency range of IEEE 802.11. Visually,

this can be seen in Figure 8.1 where the IEEE 802.75.4 channels are shown

against the three most common IEEE 802.i1 channels. Channels 1, 6, and 11

are used in typical IEEE 802.11 deployments because they are the only three

non-overlapping independent channels in the North American domain. As a

rule of thumb for IEEE 802.15.4 deployments, channels 25 and 26 should be

chosen. If additional channels are required, channels 15 and 20 can be used,

but care must be used to ensure that an 802.11 network is not deployed in

the same environment using non-standard and overlapping channels.

During testing, one cluster head and one wireless autonomous node were

setup to transmit messages every second for a duration of two minutes. Dif-

ferent channels were selected for IEEE 802.75.4 to test the effects of coex-
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Table 8.1: IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 channels within the 2.4GHz ISM

Band

IEEE 802.11 IEEE 802.75.4

Channel Fleq. (GHz) Channel FYeq. (GHz)

1 2.407-(2.412)-2.423 11 2.405

2 2.404-(2.417)-2.428 t2 2.4t0

,f 2.411-(2.422)-2.433 13 2.415

4 2.416-(2.427)-2.438 I4 2.420

5 2.421-(2.432)-2.443 15 2.425

6 2.426-(2.437)-2.448 16 2.430

7 2.431-(2.442)-2.453 T7 2.435

8 2.436-(2.447)-2.458 18 2.440

I 2.441-(2.452)-2.463 19 2.445

10 2.446-(2.457)-2.468 20 2.450

11 2.45r-(2.462)-2.473 21 2.455

22 2.460

z;\ 2.465

24 2.470

25 2.475

26 2.480
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IEEE 802.15.4

Chan¡el 25

rEEE 802.11

Figure 8.1: IEEE 802.75.4 and IEEE 802.11 Channels

istence of IEEE 802.11. IEEE 802.11 was setup to transmit on channel 11.

This channel should influence communication of IEEE 802.L5.4 over channels

20 through 24. Because of overhead to sample data, approximately 118 data

points should be logged over this time. By choosing channel 26 fot IEEE

802.15.4 we achieved a packet loss rate of less than 7To and logged between

118 and 120 samples. Choosing channel 22 f.or IEEE 802.15.4, which shared

approximately the same center frequency as IEEE 802.i1 channel 11' pack-

ets received varied from 25 to 155 out of an expected 118. This observation

showed that more samples were being recorded than were taken. After ob-

serving the trace files from the wireless sniffer, it was concluded that the loss

of ACK packets resulted in the retransmission of data. Although the data
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\¡/as being recorded by the cluster head, the acknowledgment was never be-

ing seen by the autonomous node resulting in up to 5 retransmissions. This

observation resulted in a modification to the radio software.

When AUTOACK is enabled in the CC2420, all incoming frames ac-

cepted by the address recognition that have a valid CRC are acknowledged

by transmitting an ACK frame that uses the data sequence number (DSN)

from the received frame. The retransmit mechanism used by the transmit-

ter retransmits frames with the same DSN until a corresponding ACK is

received. To solve the problem of logging multiple data frames, the receiver

was modified to log the last received DSN and only process new data records

with a new DSN. This technique must be disabled for broadcast frames such

as beacon frames to allow multiple beacon replies.

The modifications resulted in reasonable results. Packet reception typi-

cally was in the range of 20-40% in the tested environment. Results can vary

drastically, however, depending on the signal propagation characteristics. A

stochastic model, such as the one presented in [IH], could have provided a

better understanding of the environment.

8.4 System Operation and Robustness

Multiple tests were conducted to verify the hardware and software worked

as expected. Testing environments were setup to reflect the characteristics

of the environments these sensors would be installed in. For initial testing,

four prototype RMUs \Mere developed.
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8.4.1- Wireless Node Communicating to Multiple Clus-

ter Heads

The first test involved one wireless node communicating to 3 cluster heads.

Figure 8.2 shows a typical interaction of a wireless node with 3 cluster heads

within transmission distance. Nodes with source addresses 0r0011, 010022,

01003 were all configured as cluster heads, while the node with source ad-

dress 0r00ll are configured as an autonomous wireless node. The wireless

node was configured to perform a reading every 30 seconds. Communication

begins when the wireless node's autonomous timer fires. At that time the

wireless node sends out a beacon frame by sending a frame with payload

TuFF to destination address 7uFFFF.If the wireless node receives an ACK

it will begin to listen for beacon replies. All three cluster heads received

the beacon and replied with a beacon frame with payload }rEE to destina-

tion address 0r00ll, the wireless node's address. Cluster heads are notified

that the beacon response frame was received by the notification of an ACK

frame. The wireless node begins communication with the cluster head with

the strongest RSSI value. Because RSSI values are calculated by the IEEE

802.75.4 transceiver at the time a packet is received, the RSSI values shown

in Figure 8.2 are the values as seen by the sniffer and not the wireless node.

The wireless node chose the cluster head 010022 and transmitted its reading

to it.

Figure 8.3 shows results from the same setup except with a packet be-

ing re-transmitted. There are two mechanisms for congestion control. First,

nodes wait a small, random back-off period before accessing the channel.

Secondly, before accessing the channel, nodes perform a clear channel assess-
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Figure 8.2: One wireless node communication to three cluster heads

ment. In Figure 8.3 cluster head 010022 sends a beacon leply as seen in

frame 3, but does not receive an ACK. In general, a node will try to retrans-

mit a packet up to 5 times, but in this case its second attempt, frame 6, was

ACK'ed.

These tests were conducted many times over a long period of time. By

observing the output of the wireless sniffer we were able to verify the robust-

ness of the protocol. Every instance of a dropped or unseen packet by either

the gateway or cluster head was successfully re-transmitted.
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Figure 8.3: One wireless node communication to three cluster heads with a

retransmission

8.5 System Lifetime

One of the biggest issues addressed in this thesis is the system sensing life-

time1. All of the design and implementation choices kept this issue at the

forefront. This can be seen in the cross layer design including choices for the

MAC protocol and application design.

The initial hardware prototype design did not take into account po\Mel

lsensing lifetime refers to the operation lifetime of a single mote
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consumption, but some preliminary results for the second revision can be

predicted based on the datasheet [Incb] using simulation. A simulation tool

was written to provide insight into the effects and possible improvements to

the suggested application. The simulation took into account the electrical

characteristics of the MCU and radio, as well as battery characteristics to

provide an estimation for battery life and hence sensor lifetime.

To provide a comparison between our protocol and IEEE 802.15.4, values

for the MAC superframe order (SO) and MAC beacon order (BO) must

to be chosen. SO determines the superframe duration (SD) whereas BO

determines the beacon interval (BI), as shown in Figure 4.2. SO and BO

are both integers between 0 and 14, requiring BO to be larger or equal to

SO. The SD includes CAP and CFP, while BI includes SD and the inactive

period. To achieve the best duty cycle for IEEE 802.75.4, values for BO and

SO should be chosen to maximize the inactive period while minimizing the

superframe duration. 
^2.4GHz 

transceiver provides a symbol period of 16¡-ls

resulting in a maximum beacon interval of 245s. The minimum time for a

SD is 16ps, resulting in an extremely low duty cycle. It is important to note

that while operating in a synchronous mode in very low duty cycles, motes

require a very stable clock in order to not miss a beacon due to the addition

of small clock drifts.

The expected number of hours of operation for a mote was estimated

using three components. Equation 8.1 represents the po\Mer consumed whiie

in PRI-RUN mode (P,"") where d, ud..u and 'irun represent the duty cycle,

device voltage and current in run mode, respectively.

Prun: d, x (u¿"ui,run)
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Equation 8.2 gives the power consumed while in either PRIIDLE or SEC-IDLE

modes, fl¿¿", wherl 'i¿d.¿. represents the current used in idle mode.

P.¿d¿": (1 - d) x (u¿uu'i¿¿¿") (8.2)

Equation 8.3 represents the power consumed by the radio (P,"¿¿o) each hour

where th, Ptuon", Pr".u, and p represent the number of transmissions, per hour,

the power consumed while transmitting, po\¡/er consumed while receiving,

and the probability of a collision, respectively.

t¡
P,od1o: (1 + p)Ð(Pr,"n,l P,".o)

Finally, Equation 8.4 provides the "":-0., of hours of operation (äo) by

dividing the sum of P,un, fl¿¿., and P,ad.¿o by the battery's power' which is

given by the battery voltage (.B,) and battery capacity (.B").

HO: BuB"
(8.4)

P,un* P¡.arct Pradlo

While in PRI-IDLE mode, a PIC18F uses 0.85m4. Alternatively, opelating

in sEC_IDLE mode draws 13p4. Table 8.2 shows hours of operation, Ho,

for different scenarios. Using a standard Energizer CR2450 Battery provid-

ing 3v with a capacity of 575mAh and shelf life of over 10 years, Equa-

tion 8.4 with the current design operating with a duty cycle, d : 0.I% in

PRI-RUN/PRI-IDLE modes results in 28 days of operation. By modifying

the RMU to operate in PRI-RUN/SEC-IDLE the battery life is extended

to 3.7 years by lowering the duty cycle even further. These calculations

do not take into account age-related discharge, powering external peripher-

als, or analog measurements. Large capacity batteries, such as the Tadiran

(8.3)



Table 8.2: Hours of operation for different scenarios

Description HO

CR2450 Battery (3V), d,:0.L,

PRI-RUN/PRI-IDLE modes
28 davs

CR2450 Battery (3V),

PRI-RUN/SEC-IDLE
3.7 years

Tadiran Lithium Thionyl Chloride (3.6V),

2400m4h, PRI-RUN/SECIDLE
18.7 years

Tadiran Lithium Thionyl Chloride (3.6V),

2400m4h, 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode
11.6 years

Lithium Thionyl Chloride cells providing 3.6V with a capacity of 2400m4h,

can boost the potential life of the unit to 18.7 years, approaching the cell's

20 year operating life. However, using the same hardware but operating in

IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode gives a maximum life of only 11 . 6 years.
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Chapter I

Conclusions and Fbture \Mork

This thesis presented the implementation and design issues for developing a

heterogeneous structural health monitoring system based on TinyOS. Along

with the identification of problems associated with the specific application

of wireless sensors in buildings, a preliminary design was proposed. Alter-

natives ranging from a fully wired infrastructure to a wireless network were

considered. From an engineering perspective, a heterogeneous network was

proposed and its implementation undertaken.

9.1 Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are as follows:

1. Ti,nyOS ertens'ions: Support for the PIC platform v/as continued by

introducing modules for the PIC18F46B0, CAN and an alternative

module for ChipCon CC2420 to support the wireless IEEE 802.15.4

protocol.
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Use of a CAN: A CAN was introduced as a routing medium between

wireless sensors. Multi-hop routing which adds complexity to end sen-

sors and requires additional power for radio listening was eliminated in

favor of routing messages over a wired medium. As a side effect, the

removal of multi-hop routing also eliminated redundant data.

IEEE 802.15.1: A simplified version of IEEE 802.I5.4 was introduced

to provide greater power saving. The modification switched the bea-

coning from the cluster heads to end nodes to initiate communication.

This is justified as one of the main goals was energy conservation by

the RMUs. Using the more traditional IEEE 802.L5.4 beacon mode,

the energy constraints could not have been met.

Protocols: Protocols were developed for the CAN and 802.15.4 as well

as routing techniques. A beacon interval was introduced for end node

to save power by eliminating listening periods and transmitting only

when data is ready.

Hardware: A new hardware platform was created for use in wireless

sensor networks. The new hardware platform contains components

required for low powered operation with long sensing lifetime.

9.2 F\rture Work

In the future, the work presented in this thesis could be extended as follows:

1. Support in TinyOS for remote upgrading would allow firmware in the

field to be upgraded to support new features and fix bugs. A boot

2.

3.

4.

5.
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2.

tù.

4.

loader would be required to control the burning of a new image to

program memory in the PIC.

For the first hardware production, a low frequency crystal connected to

the timer inputs will allow the RMU to operate in SEC-IDLE instead

of PRI-IDLE mode for sleeping.

After completion of the first hardware production, support for the new

features will need to be included in TinyOS. This includes upgrades to

timers and software support for new I/O and switches.

At the inception of this thesis, TinyOS 2.0 was only in beta and not

mature enough for use in production. Since then, TinyOS 2.0 has

been officially released out of beta. TinyOS 2.0 is a clean slate re-

design and re-implementation of TinyOS resolving many of the lim-

itations of TinyOS 1.1. Changes include redesigns of the hardware

abstractions, scheduler, bootingfinitialization, virtualization, timers,

communication, error codes, arbitration, power management, and net-

work protocols.

Channel selection was designed to be done in either software or hard-

ware by jumpers. The selection of a channel is based on a survey of the

building to determine the best suited channel. Over time this selection

may no longer be appropriate (e.g. due to addition of 802.11 access

points) and, thus, may result in network performance degradation. An

adaptive channel selection scheme similar to [CW] would prove to be

valuable over time.

5.
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6. On top of adaptive channel selection, it would also be worthwhile

ploring adaptive porver selection for the CC2420 radio to produce

best power savings while maintaining reasonable loss rates.

7. Energy harvesting techniques might also be used to decrease the battery

life constraint on sensing lifetime. The physical properties of the mois-

ture detection tape allow induced voltages to occur. Voltages might also

be induced by nearby AC power lines or RF energy. Induced voltages

have been measured on the tape and, ironically, lead to the develop-

ment of filters to remove it as the induced voltages on the moisture

detection tape have been speculated to affect measurement circuitry.
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/*+***.*************f +*********************+****++*************+**
* File: WISþjS. nc
* Greg Jonron
* WI5Ì'4S Interfoce
******************f *++********************:****************+*++* /

interfoce WISMS

{
commond result-t setlD(uint16-t *nodeid);
commond result-t getlD(uint16-t *nodeid);
commond result-t setAutonomous(uint8-t set);
commond result-t StortClusterHeodo ;

l

/***+* ***++*******************t*+*************f ****+***+*********
* File: WTSMSCornmond.nc
* Greg Jomon
* WISMSCommond Interfoce
* *+ ** ** *+ ** *** *** *** *** *** ** * ** *** * ** ** * ** * *** ** ** ** +* *+ * t+* ***//

includes WISMSCommond;

includes AM;

i nterfoce lVISMSCommond

{
commond result-t execute(TOS-MsgPtr pmsg, TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send);
event result-t fired(TOS-MsgPtn pmsg-send);

Ì



/*+**************f t(+*t(*******************#+*****+****************
* File: CAN. nc
* Greg Jomon
* Configurotion for CAN
**************.**+****************************++*+**+È*******x**//

includes CAN;

configurotion CAN {
provides{

interfoce BoreSendMsg os Send;
interfoce ReceiveMsg os Receive;
interfoce StdControl os Control;

]
1

implementotion
{

corîponents HPLCAN, PICt8F462ØInterruptC ;
Control = HPLCAN;

Send = HPLCAN.Send;
Receive = HPLCAN.Receive;
HPLCAN . CAN-RXø-Inte r rupt -> PÍCI9F 462Øf nte r ruptC . CAN-RXØ-Inte r rupt ;

HPLCAN . CAN-RXl-Inter rupt -> PICI'SF 462ØI nter ruptC. CAN-RX1-Inte r rupt ;

]



/**++**+*x**,1****(**********t(********+*****f********+*#*****'}f*****
* File: HPLCAN.nc
* Greg Jomon
* HPLCAN nrodule
********+*********+*********+***x*********+***+****+******++***/

includes CAN;

includes AM;

module HPLCAN {
provides{
interfoce StdControl;
interfoce BoreSendMsg os Send;

interfoce ReceiveMsg os Receive;

]
uses{

i nterfoce PIC78F462ØInterrupt os CAN-RXØ-Interrupt ;

i nte rfoce PÍCIïi 462ØInte r rupt os CAN-RXl-Inte r rupt ;

]
]
implementotÍon
{

noroce ToS-MsgPtr PBuf;
T0S-Msg RxBuf;

commond result-t StdControf initO {
CANCON-register = Øx8Ø;

while (CANSTAT-register & ØxEØ l= Øx8Ø);

/ /Btt T imíng Conf i gurotion
BRGC0Nl-register = ØxØ7;

,/,/BRGCONI- = ØbØØØØØ|IL; // (ØxØ7)

// chonged only in interrupt context
// define o TOS-Msg object

// Request thot the CAN module enter configurotion nlode

// Wa:-t to moke sure we enter configurotion mode

//ØØ------ Synchronizotion Jump Width (SJW) = 1 x Tq

//--ØØØ1-I1.rq=(2x8),/Fosc=4us(@4l.,1Hz)(w/?5xTq/bil=IØl<bitls)
BRGCoNZ-register = Øxff;
,//BRGC0NZ = ØbILtLIIIl'; // (ØxFF)

//1'--- ---- Phose Segtnent 2 is freely progromnroble

//-1'-.----CANbuslineissonrpled3timespniortothesonrplepoint
//--Y.1'--- Phose Segment 1 = 8 x Tq

//-----IIL Propogotion Tinre = 8 x Tq

BRGC0N3-register = ØxØ7;

,/,/BRGCON3 = ØbØØØØØII1.; // (ØxØ7)

//X-XXX--- Don't core (unimplemented - set to 'Ø')
//-Ø------ CAN bus filter is not used to wol<e up the processor

//-----LLL Phose Segment 2 = 8 x Tq

//CAN I/O Control Register
Cl0C0N-register= Øx2Ø;

/,/CIOCON = ØbØØ|ØØØØØ; // (Øx2Ø)

//XX--XXXX Don't core (unimplenrented - set to 'Ø')
//--1._- --- CANTX pin will drive Vdd when recessive
//---Ø---- CAN Copture disobled; RCZ is ì'nput to CCP1 module

//Recetve Buffer Ø Control Register
RXBØC0N-register = Øx4Ø;

//RXBØCON = ØbØIØØØØØØ; // (ØxaØ)

//L-----. - Cleor the messoge received flog
//-1Ø--.--Receiveonlyvolidmessogeswithextendedidentifiers
//---X---- Don't core (uninrplemented - set to 'Ø')
//----Ø--- No Remote Tronsfer Request (RTR)

//-----Ø-.ReceivebufferØwillnotoverflowtoReceivebufferl.
//------XX Don't core

// We on1y wont to receive nìessoges thct nlotch the
bits in the

// receiver occePtonce mosk

RXMØSIDH-register = ØxFF ;

fD (ØxØØØØØØØØ) so we need to enoble oLl of the



RXMØSIDL-register = ØxE3;

RXMØEIDH-register = ØxFF;
RXMØEIDL-register = øxFF;
//tí),ler Ø

RXFØEIDL-register = ØxØØ;

RXFØEIDH-register = ØxøØ;

RXFØSIDL-register = ØxØ8;

RXFØSIDH-register = ØxØØ;

// FíIter L

RXF1EIDL-register = ØxØØ;

RXFlEIDH-register = ØxØØ;

RXFlSIDL-register = ØxØ8;

RXFlSIDH-register = ØxF8;

CANC0N-register = ØxØØl

operoting mode

// Request thot the CAN rrodule return to normol

while (CANSTAT-register & ØxEØ l= ØxØØ); // Waít for the CAN nrodule to return to normol.

operoting mode

/ /get-ídentifi erO ;

return SUCCESS;

Ì

commond result-t StdControl.stortO {
//Enable interrupt
PIE3bits-RXBØIÊ = I; //Enable Receive Buffer Ø interrupt
PTE3bits-RXBlIE = 1i //Enable Receive Buffer f. interrupt
return SUCCESS;

]

commond result-t StdControl.stopO {
//Dissable interrupt
PIE3bits-RXBØIE = Øl //Dlssob]Le Receive buffer Ø interrupt
PIE3bits-RXB]-IE = Ø; //Dissable Receive buffer 1- interrupt
return SUCCESS;

]

tosk void PocketRcvdO {
TOS-MsgPtr ptBuf;
otomic {

ptBuf = &RxBuf; //create o pointer to the messoge;

Ì
ptBuf = signol Receive.receive((TOS-MsgPtr)ptBuf);

ì.
J

//Calrled from the Interrupt Hondler Routine
osync event result-t CAN-RXØ-Interrupt.firedO{

otomic{
pBuf = &RxBuf; //Assígn pBuf to the oddress;

if(PIR3bits-IRXIFX
PIR3bits-IRXIF = Øl

RXBØC0Nbits-RXFUL=Ø; //Clear the f-Lcg for new rnessoge

PIR3bits-RXBØIF = Øi
I
J

if(RXBøC0Nbits-RXFUL){ //Receíve buffer contoin o received messoge
pBuf->oddr = ((unsigned long)RXBØDl-register <. 8) | (unsigned long)

RXBØDZ-register ;
pBuf->srcoddr = ØxØØ;

pBuf->type = AM-CANMSG;

pBuf->group = ToS-AM-GRoUP ;
pBuf->length =RXBØDLC-register;
pBuf->doto[Ø] = RXBØDØ-register;
pBuf->doto[1] = RXBØDl--register;



pBuf->dotal2l = RxBØD2-register;
pBuf->dato[3] = RXBØD3-register;
pBuf->dotal{l = RxBØD4-register;
pBuf->dato[5] = RXBØD5-register;
pBuf->doto[6] = RXBØD6-register;
p9uf->datalTl = RXBØD7-register;
post PocketRcvdO;
RXBØCONbiIs-RXFUL=Ø; //Cleor the flog for new messoge

PIR3bits-RXBØIF = Ø; //Cleor the interrupt flog
1

]
return SUCCESS;

]
commond result-t Send.send(T0S-MsgPtr pMsS) {

uint8-t templ, temph, tmpconh;
i f(pMsg->usePocketoddr) {

templ = TXBØEIDL-register;
temph = TXBØEIDH-register;
TXBØEIDH-re9ister = (uint8-t)(pMsg->srcoddr>> 8 );
TXBØEIDL-register = (uint8-t)(pMsg->srcoddr & ØxØØff);

ì
J
i f (pMsg->outonomous) {

//change the wisms messoge type. EID=29bits (5bits=type, 14bits=id)
tmpconh = TXBØSIDH-register;
TXBØSIDH-register = ( 2<<3 ) I ( TXBØSIDH-register & ØxØ7);

i
TXBØDLC-register = pMsg->length;
if(pMsg->1en9th >=1) TXBØDØ-register = pMsg->doto[Ø] ;

if(pMsg->tength >=2) TXBØDl-register = pMsg->dato[1] ;

if(pMsg->1en9th >=3) TXBØD2-register = pMsg->datolZ7i
if(pMsg->length >=4) TXBØD3-register = pMsg->doto[3] ;

if(pMsg->length >=5) TXBØD4-register = pMsg->dato[a] ;

if(pMsg->length >=6) TXBØDS-regislsr = pMsg->doto[5] ;

if(pMsg->length >=7) TXBØD6-register = pMsg->doto[6] ;

if(pMsg->length >=8) TXBØD7-regislsr = pMsg->datalTf;

TXBØC0Nbits-TXREQ = 1;
while (TXBØC0NbiIs-TXREQ) ; //Send msg

i f(pMsg->outonomous) {
TXBØSIDH-register = tmpconh;

a
J

i f(pMsg->usePocketoddr){
//restore the originol oddress
TXBØEIDL-register = templ;
TXBØEIDH-register = temph;

]
return FAIL; //Faíl needs to be returned for the stote to be cleored in AMStondord

]
osync event result-t CAN-RX1-Interrupt.firedo{

return SUCCESS;

]



/*+ **+*++*********r******+***************************************
* File: AutonomousTimer.nc
* Greg Jomon
* Configurotion for AutonomousTimen
***********+****+**x+********* *****+******++*+**(***** *** ***+* *+ /
configurotion AutonomousTimer {
provides interfoce Tirner;
provides interfoce StdControl ;

]

implementotion {
components TimerC;
Timer = TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];
StdControl = TimerC;

l



//******++*******++*********************:f, +**,
* File: CAN. nc
* Greg Jomon

I -:y?Y:î:T:î-Y?ÍT1:--.- -* ** *** * ** *** ** * ++ * ** *** * r* ** ** * + ** *** *+/

module CMDMeosure

{
provides {

interfoce ftJISMSCommond os cmd-Meosure[uint8-t id] ;

]
uses {

interfoce AZD;

]
]
implementotion
{

uintg_t cmdid = NULL;

unsigned chor chonnel;
unsigned chor polority;
TOS-MsgPtr worki ngMsgPtr ;

commond result-t cmd-Meosure.execute[uint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr pmsg, TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
polority = pmsg->doto[5] ;
chonnel= pmsg->doto[4] ;

workingMsgPt¡ = Pmsg-send;

if(cmdid !=NULL){
//co]l callbock
return FAIL;

]else{
cmdid = id;

]
if(lco11 A2D.meosure(chonnel, polority)){

workingMsgPtr->doto[Ø] = ØxFFl

workingMsgPtr->length = 1;
si gnol cmd-Meosure. fi red [cmdid] (worki ngMsgPtr) ;

Ì
return SUCCESS;

]

defoult event result-t cmd-Meosure.fired[uint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS;

l
event result-t AZD.meosureDone(uint32-t reodíng, uintS-t inchonnel, uint8-t inpolority)
i

workingMsgPtr->doto[Ø] = (reoding >> 24) & ØxØØØØØØFF;

workingMsgPtr->dotol1] = (reading >> 16) & ØxØØØØØØFF;

workingMsgPtr->dotalZf = (reoding >> 8) & ØxØØØØØØFF;

workingMsgPtr->doto[3] = reoding & ØxØØØØØØFF;

worki ngMsgPtr->length=4 ;

if(workingMsgPtr->outonomous == TRUE){

workingMsgPtr->doto[5] = chonnel;
workingMsgPtr->doto[6] = polority;
workingMsgPtr->length = 7;

]e1se workingMsgPtr->length = 4;
signol cmd-Meosure. fired[cmdid](workingMsgPtr);
cmdid = NULL;

return SUCCESS;

1





/*********************+**+**********************t****+***********
* File: CAN.nc
* Greg Jamon
* Ct"lDChongeID Module
***x*+*********r,*+***************+*+*t+*+*+**+***********+****+/

module CMDChongeID
Í
1

provides {
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-ChongelD[uint8-t id];

]
uses{

interfoce $IISMS;

]
]
implementotion
{

uintl-6-t ternplD;
uintS-t cmdid = NULL;

commond result-t cmd-ChongelD.execute[uint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr pmsg, TOS-MsgPtr prnsg-send)

{
if(cmdid !=NULL){

//coII col-[bocl<
return FAIL;

]el se{
cmdid = id;

1

Pmsg-send->length = Ø;

if ((( (uint8-t)pmsg->doto[4] == ØxØØ) && ( (uint8-t)pmsg->doto[5] - ØxØØ) && ((uint8-t)pmsg-
>doto[6] == ØxØØ)) ll

(((uint8-t)pmsg->doto[4] == ØxFF) && ((uint8-t)pmsg->doto[5] == ¿¡¡¡1 && ((uint8-t)pmsg->doto
[6] - ØxFF)))

pmsg->datalØl = ØxFF; // Involíd Conmond Doto Error
el se

{ // report success.
Pmsg-send->datolØf = Ø;

tempID = ((uint16-t)(pmsg->doto[5]) << 8 ) I (ØxØØFF& (uint16-t )pmsg->doto[6]);
coll IVISMS.setlD(&tempID);

Ì
pmsg-send->length = l"; // L-byte success flog
//now send thot nressoge over the rodio
signol cmd-ChongeID. firedlcmdid](pmsg-send) ;

cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS;

Ì

default event result-t cmd-ChongeID.firedluint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr prnsg-send)

{
cmdid = NULL;

return SUCCESS;

]

i



//********x*******************************x***+*******************
* File: CAN. nc
* Greg Jomon
x CMDAutonomous Module
********+*****+*++*********************************************/

module CMDAutonomous

{
provides {

interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Autonomous[uint8-t id];
]
uses {

interfoce IVISMS;

]
]
implementotion
{

uintS-t cmdid = NULL;
commond result-t cmd-Autonomous.execute[uint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr pmsg, T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)
{

i f(cmdid ! =NULL){
//caII collbocl<
return FAIL;

]el se{
cmdid = id;

]
pmsg-send->datalØl = q;
ì"f (pmsg->doto[a] & ØxFE) // An unsupported reloy stote hos been nequested

pmsg-send->datolØJ = ØxFF' // Inva].td Commond Doto Error
el se

if(pmsg->doto[4]) col1 WISMS. setAutonomous(TRUE) ;
else coll WI5M5. setAutonomous(FÂLSE) ;

pmsg-send->length = 1-;

//colL Sendlt/sg.send(ØxØØØØ, prnsg-send->length, pmsg-send) ;

signol cmd-Autonomous. fired[cmdid](pmsg-send) ;
cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS;

]
defoul-t event result-t cmd-Autonomous.fined[uint8-t id](TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS;

]
]



/*********++**********++*+**********************+***************#
* File: CAN.nc
* Greg Jomon
* CMDReset l4odule
+**È*******+*************+**f *******+***********+*++***********//

module CMDReset

{
provides {

interfoce $JISMSCommond os cmd_Reset[uint8_t id] ;

]
]

implementotion
{

uintS-t cmdid = NULL;
commond result-t cmd-Reset.execute[uint8-t id](T0S-MsgPtr pmsg, TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send)
t
L

i f(cmdi d ! =NUL L) {
//call callback
return FAIL;

]el se{
cmdid = id;

]
STKPTR_register = ØxØØ; // STKpIRIT:61 ore set to 'Ø' on pOR

T3CoN_register = ØxØØ) // ßC1Nl7:Øl ore set to 'Ø' on poR

// fhe PIC18 series supports resetting the PIC with o simple instnuction which mimics o MCLR or
WDT reset

TOSH-resetO;
pmsg-send->length = Ø;
pmsg_send->type = AM_CANMSG;

si gnol cmd_Reset . fi red [cmdi d] (pmsg_send) ;
cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS:

]

defoult event result_t cmd_Reset. fired[uint8_t id](TOS_MsgPtr pmsg_send)
{

return SUCCESS;

]
ì.
J



//*********+**+********+******************************x**+********
* File: CAN.nc
* Greg Jomon
* Cl'4DGetID Module
*************+***********************+++**+******************r(*/

module CMDGeIID

{
provides {

interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-GetlD[uint8-t id] ;

1

]

implementotion
{

uint8-t cmdid = NULL;

commond result-t cmd-GetlD.execute[uint8-t id](T0S-MsgPtr pmsg, T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
i f(cmd i d ! =NUL L) {

return FAIL;

]el se{
cmdid = id;

]
pmsg-send->length = Ø;
pmsg-send->type = AM-CANMSG;

signol cmd-GetID. fired[cmdid](pmsg-send) ;

cmdid = NULL;
return SUCCESS;

]

defoult event result-t cmd-GetID.fired[uint8-t id](T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
return SUCCESS;

Ì
ì.
J



/*******+*+*)t***f **f **+************************:k************+**+*
* File: WISt4SC. nc
* Greg Jomon
* !!ISi'4SC Configurotion
+*********************************r*******+***+********+*******//

includes WI5M5;
includes AM;

configurotion WISMSC {
]
implementotion {

components Moin, WISMSM, LedsC, EEPROM,

lVISMSMessogeHondler, AutonomousTimer,
WISMSCommondC,

CC242ØControlM,
TimerC,
HPLSpiM,
AZDC,

GenericComm os Comm;

Moin. StdControl -> AutonomousTimer. StdControl ;
Moin.StdControl -> lllISMSM.StdControl;
Main. StdControl -> EEPR0M. StdControl ;

WISMSM. AutonomousTimer -> AutonomousTimer , Timer ;
WISMSM.woitTimer -> TimerC.Timer[unique("Timer")];
WISMSM.LedS -> LedsC;
IVISMSM.RodioSend -> Comm.SendMsgIAM_WIRELESSMSG];
WISMS|I4. CANSend -> Comm . SendMsg [AM_CANMSG] ;
WISMSM.RodioReceive -> Comm.ReceiveMsg[AM_WIRÊLESSMSG];
I4IISMSM.CCz4zØControl ->CCZ4ZØControlM;
WISMSM.AZD -> AZDC.A2D[unique("42D")];
WISMSM.CommControl -> Comm;

lllISMSMessogeHondler.ReceiveMsg -> Comm.ReceiveMsg[AM_CANMSG]; ./,zhow obout wireless?
WlSMSMessogeHondler.SendMsg -> Comm.SendMsg[AM_CANMSG];

lVISMSCommondC.WISMS -> WISMSM.IVISMS;

WISMSMessogeHondler.CMDGetID -> WISMSCommondC.cmd_GetTD[unique("CMDGetID")];
WISMSMessogeHondler.CMDMeosure -> t1lISMSCommondC.cmd-Meosure[unique("CMDMeosure")];
WISMSMessogeHondler.CMDChongeID -> WISMSCommondC.cmd-ChongeID[unique("CMDChongeID")];
l,lfISMSMessogeHondler.CMDAutonomous -> WISMSCommondC.cmd-Autonomous[unique("CMDAutonomous")];
WISMSMessogeHondler.CMDReset -> WISMSCommondC.cmd-Reset[unique("Ct'4DReset")];

WISMSM. EEPR0MReod -> EEPROM. EEPR0MReod;

WISMSM. EEPROMWrite -> EEPROM. EEPR0t4Wri te [unique( " EEPROMWni te ")] ;

Ì



//*+*******f ********+*****r***************************************
* File: CAN.nc
* Greg Jomon
* WISl'4SMessogeHondlerl'4 Module
**+********++++**#++****++**+**+*******+**+*Í+********+********/

module WfSMSMessogeHondlerM {
provides {

interface StdControl;
]
uses {

interface WISMSCommond os cmd-GetlD;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-ChongeID;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Autonomous;
interfoce lVISMSCommond os cmd-Meosure;
intenfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Reset;

interfoce ReceiveMsg os ReceiveMsg;
interfoce SendMsg os SendMsg;

)
]
implementotion {

TOS-Msg TxBuf; //l,older to output Msg

commond result-t StdControl. inito
{

TOS-MsgPtr msgsp = &TxBuf;
msgsp->usePocketoddr = FALSE ;
return SUCCESS;

I
J

commond result-t StdControl.storto
{

return SUCCESS;

]

commond result-t StdControl.stopo
{

return SUCCESS;

]
event TOS-MsgPtr ReceiveMsg.receive(T0S-MsgPtr msgp)

{
TOS-MsgPtr msgsp = &TxBuf;
result-t tosend= FAIL;
uintS_t cmd = msgp->doto[3];
msgsp->usePocketoddr = FALSE ;
msgsp->outonomous = FALSE;
switch(cmd){

cose (1) :

tosend = col1 cmd_GetID.execute((T0S_MsgPtr)msgp, msgsp);
b reak;

cose (2) :

tosend = coll cmd_Meosure.execute((T0S_MsgPtr)msgp, msgsp);
breol<;

cose (Ø3) :

tosend = coll cmd_Autonomous.execute((T0S_MsgPtr)msgp, msgsp);
breok;

cose (ØxF9) :

tosend = coll cmd_Reset.execute((T0S_MsgPtr)msgp, msgsp);
cose (ØxFC) :

tosend = col1 cmd_ChongelD.execute((T0S_MsgPtr)msgp, msgsp);
breok;

]
return msgp;



]

event result-t cmd-GetID.fired(T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
col1 SendMsg.send(ØxØØØØ, pmsg-send->length, pmsg-send);
return SUCCESS;

]
event result-t cmd-ChongelD.fired(T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)
t
L

co1l SendMsg.send(ØxØØØØ, pmsg-send->1ength, pmsg-send);
return SUCCESS;

Ì

event result-t cmd-Meosure.fired(T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
coll SendMsg.send(ØxØØØØ, pmsg-send->length, pmsg-send);
return SUCCESS;

]
event result-t cmd-Autonomous.fired(T0S-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
coll SendMsg.send(ØxØØØØ, pmsg-send->length, pmsg-send);
return 5UCCE55;

l
event result-t cmd-Reset.fired(TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send)

{
return SUCCESS;

Ì
event result-t Sendlt4sg.sendDone(TOS-MsgPtr paromØ, result-t poroml)

{
return SUCCESS;

]



//+t*+******+***+*********f *********************x*****************
* File: WISMSM.nc
* Greg Jornon
+ MS¡/S Module
+***+***+*******+********************+**+***********,È***+*,i<**x*/

module IIISMSM {
provides {

interfoce StdControl;
interfoce WISMS;

]
uses {

interfoce Timer os AutonomousTimer;
interfoce Timer os woitTimer;
interfoce Leds;
interfoce StdControl os CommControl;
interfoce EEPROMReod;

interface EEPROMWrite ;

interfoce SendMsg os RodioSend;
interfoce SendMsg os CANSend;

interfoce ReceiveMsg os RodioReceive;
i nterfoce CC?4ZØControl ;

interfoce A2D;

]
]
implementotion {

* Members

TOS-Msg TestTxBuf; //Holder to output lvlsg

uintS-t InputsToCheck;
uintS-t CheckPosition;
uintS-t CurrentChonnel ;

uintS-t CurrentPolority ;
uintS-t AutonomousStote = Ø;

uint16-t ClusterHeod-oddr = ØxØØi //No node con hove ØØ os oddress
uintS-t ClusterHeod-strength = ØxØØi

enum{
outonomous-IDlE =Ø,
outonomous-t1l0RKING,
outonomous-B EAC0N-WAIT,

outonomous-SEND-DATA, //stateofsendingdoto
outonomous-NEXT-CHANNEL //setup for the next chonnel

1.
J,

uint8-t ConfigOptions = Ø;

#defineWlSMS-outonomous (ConfigOptions&ØxØ4)
#define WISMS-medium (ConfigOptions & ØxØ8)

//Medíun: Ø CAN, L Wireless
#define WISMS-SIeep-Period 6ØØØØ

/* _________
* Privote prototype functions

void set-CAN-identifierO ;

result-t get-hordwore-optionsO ;
result-t get-confi g-optionsO ;

commond result-t StdContnol. inito
çt

return rcombine(coll CommControl.initO, col1 Leds.initO);
]
commond result-t StdControl.storto
{

uint16-t tempid;



InputsToCheck = Øxff;
CheckPosition = Ø;
get-hordwore-optionsO ;
get-confi g-optionsO ;
col1 WISMS. getID(&tempid) ;

coll Leds.greenOnO; //Sel green to indicote you ore o receiver;
i f (WISM5-outonomous) {

col1 AutonomousTimer. stort(TIMER-REPEAT, WISMS-SIeep-Period) ;

]
el se{

cotl Leds.redOnO;
col1 WISMS.StortClusterHeodO;

]
return coll CommControl.stortO ;

]

commond result-t StdControl.stopo
{

return rcombine(col1 AutonomousTimer.stopO, coll CommControl.stopO );
l

void structureAutonomousMsg(TOS-MsgPtr pmsg-send, uintS-t type)
{

int8-t i;
for(i=pmsg-send->length-L; í>--Ø; --i) pmsg-send->doto[i+1] = pmsg-send->doto[i];
pmsg-send->doto[Ø] = type;
pmsg-send ->length+=1 ;

]

tosk void TokeAutonomousReodingo

{
col1 A2D.meosure(CurrentChonnel,CurrentPolority) ;

]

tosk void stortAutonomouso
It

TOS-MsgPtr msgsp = &TestTxBuf;
bool found = FALSE;
if(ClusterHeod-addr - ØxØØØØ && Autonomousstote != outonomous-BEAC0N-WAIT){

//send beocon...
co11 CommControl. stortO ;
msgsp->length = 1;
msgsp->doto[Øf = ØxFF; //set the commond to be FF

coll RodioSend.send(T0S-BCAST-ADDR, msgsp->length, msgsp);
AutonomousStote = outonomous-BEACON-WAIT;
T0SH-rodioSleep-disobleO; //keep rodio on while sleepig
coll woitTimer.stort(TIMER-0NE-5H0T, 2ØØØ);

coll Leds.redOnO;
return; //return so other posted tosl<s con execute

ì-
J

if(ClusterHead-addr!=ØxØØØØ && AutonomousStote!=outonomous-SEND-DATA){
AutonomousStote = outonomous-5END-DATA ;

while( ! found){
i f(CheckPosition<4) {

if( (InputsToCheck >> CheckPosition) & ØxØl-){
found=TRUE;
CurrentChonnel = CheckPosition;
CurrentPoloríty = q'
post TokeAutonomousReodingO ;

CheckPosition++;
]else CheckPosition++;

]else{



found=TRUE;
CheckPosition = Ø; //reset Checkpoisition
AutonomousStote = outonomous-IDlE;

]
Ì

]e1se AutonomousStote = outonomous-IDLE;
1

event result-t woitTimer. firedo
{

coll Leds. redOffO;
T0SH-rodioSleep-enobleO; //back to normol sleep
if(AutonomousStote == outonomous-BEAC0N-ITAIT) post stortAutonomousO ;
return SUCCESS;

]
event result-t AutonomousTimer.firedo
{

if(Autonomousstote == outonomous-IDlE ){
AutonomousStote = outonomous-IV0RKING;
ClusterHeod-oddr = ØxØØØØ ;
ClusterHeod-strength = ØxØØ;
post stortAutonomousO; /./need to check in cose it chonges

ì-
J

return SUCCESS;
ì,
J

/ / ----------
tosk void ClusterHeodListeno
{

if(!WlSMS-outonomous) post ClusterHeodlistenO;
]

commond result-t !1iISMS.StortclusterHeodo
t
L

T0SH-rodioSleep-di sobleO ;
post ClusterHeodListenO ;
return SUCCESS;

]
event TOS-MsgPtr RodioReceive. receive(TOS-MsgPtr msgp)

{
T0S-MsgPtr msgsp = &TestTxBuf;
uintS_t cmd = msgp->datolØl;
i f( ! llllSMS-outonomous){

switch(cmd){
cose (ØxFF) :

msgsp->length = 1; //only reply with 1 byte
msgsp->doto[Ø] = ØxEE; //reply wit FF

coll RodioSend.send(msgp->srcoddn, msgsp->length, msgsp);
//CaIl commond to send BeoconReply.
breok;

defoult:
msgp->usePocketoddr=TRuE; //puts the src oddress in the CAN register
msgp->outonomous =TRUE; //Chonges the type of the EID
coll CANSend.send(ØxØØØØ, msgp->length, msgp);
breok;

]
]el se{

if(msgp->srcoddr l= ClusterHead-oddr){
if(msgp->strength > ClusterHeod-strength){

//chose o new cluster heod...
ClusterHeod-addr = msgp->srcoddr;
ClusterHeod-strength = msgp->strength;



]
ì_
J

return msgp;

]
/* -=-=-=-=-
x Conrmonds provided for $/ISMS interfoce

commond result-t lliISMS.setÏD(uint16_t *nodeid)

{
uintS-t eidl, eidh, temp;
eidl = (uint8_t)( *nodeid & ØxØØtF );
eidh = (uint8_t)( (*nodeid >' 8) & ØxØØff);
coll EEPR0MReod.reod(CAN_ID_HIGH, &temp);
co11 EEPROMWrite.wriIe(CAN_ID_10W, &eidl) ;
coll EEPROMWrite.write(CAN-ID_MID, &eidh) ;
//SEr the CAN nodeID ,/ EID
TXBØEIDL-register = eidl;
TXBØEïDH-register = eidh;
TXBØSIDL_register = ( (temp & ØxØ3) I ØxØ8 I ( (temp << 3) & ØxEØ) );
TXBØSIDH_register = ØxØ8 I (temp >> 5);
TOS-L0CAL-ADDRESS = *nodeid;
return SUCCESS'

]
commond result-t WISMS.getlD(uint16_t *nodeid)

{
uintS-t eid1, eidh,temp;
coll EEPR0MReod.reod(CAN-ID-HIGH, &temp);
col1 EEPR0MReod. reod(CAN-ID-10W, &eidl);
co11 EEPROMReod. reod(CAN-ID-MID, &eidh);
TXBØEIDL-register = eidl;
TXBØEIDH-register = eidh ;
TXBØSIDL_register = ((temp & ØxØ3) I ØxØ8 I ((temp << 3) & ØxEØ));
TXBØSIDH_register = ØxØ8 I (temp >> 5);
*nodeid = ((uint16_t)eidh << 8 ) I (uint16_t )eidl;
T0S-LOCAL_ADDRESS = *nodeid;
return SUCCESS'

L
I

commond result-t WISMS.setAutonomous(uint8_t set)
{

i f (WISMS-outonomous) {
if( ! set){

ConfigOptions &= -ØxØ4;
coll EEPR0MWrite.write(CONFIG_0PTI0N5, &ConfigOptions) ;
coll AutonomousTimer.stopO;
T05H-rodi oSleep_di sobleO ;
//Stort the Rodio ond Post the Listen tosk
coll CommControl. stortO ;
post ClusterHeodListenO ;

]
]else{

i f(set) {
Config0ptions l= ØxØ4;
T05H-rodioSleep-enobleO ;
col1 EEPR0MWrite . wriIe(CONFIG_OPTI0NS , &ConfigOptions) ;
col1 AutonomousTimer. stort(TIMER_REPEAT, MSMS_Sleep_Period) ;

]
]

return SUCCESS;

]



/* _________
* Privote functions

void set-CAN-identifiero
{

unsigned chor temp;
uintS-t eidl, eidh;
call EEPROMReod. reod(CAN-ID-HIGH, &temp);
cotl EEPROMReod. reod(CAN-ID-IOW, &eidl) ;
coll EEPR0MReod. reod(CAN-ID-MID, &eidh);
TXBØEIDL-register = eidl;
TXBØEIDH-register = eidh;
TXBØSIDL-register = ((temp & ØxØ3) I ØxØ8 I ((temp << 3) & ØxEØ));
TXBØSIDH_register = ØxØ8 I (temp >> 5);

]

result-t get-hordwore-optionso
I
L

call EEPR0MReod . reod(HARDWARE-OPTIONS , &0ptions) ;
0ptions = Options & Øx1f;
return SUCCESS;

1

result-t get-conf i g-optionso
{

coll EEPROMReod. reod(CONFIG-OPTI0NS, &ConfigOptions);
return SUCCESS;

]

* Events

event result-t EEPR0MReod,reodDone(uint8-t* paranØ, result-t porcn1-)

{
return SUCCESS'

]

event result-t EEPROMWrite.writeDone(uint8-t* poramØ)

{
return SUCCESS'

1

event result-t EEPROMWrite. endlTriteDone(result-t poranØ)

{
return SUCCESS'

]
event result-t RadioSend.sendDone(T0S-MsgPtr poromØ, result-t poranl)
{

uintS-t vsp = patamØ->ockReceived;
if(WlSMS-outonomous && AutonomousStote : outonomous-SEND-DATA ){

AutonomousStote = outonomous-IDLE;
L
J

return SUCCESS'

1

event result-t CANSend.sendDone(ToS-MsgPtr potanØ, result-t poroml)
{

return SUCCESS'



1

event result-t AZD.meosureDone(uint3Z-t readíng, uintS-t chonnel, uintS-t polority){
T0S-MsgPtr msgsp = &TestTxBuf;
msgsp->doto[Ø] = (reoding >> 24) & ØxØØØØØØtF;

msgsp->doto[r] = (reoding >> 16) & ØxØØØØØØFF;

msgsp->doto[2] = (reoding >> B) & ØxØØØØØØtF;

msgsp->doto[3] = reoding & ØxØØØØØØFt;

msgsP->doto[4] = chonnel;
msgsp->doto[S] = polonity;
msgsp->length=6;
msgsp->destpan = Ø;

msgsp->outonomous = TRUE;

structureAutonomousMsg(msgsp,ØxØ1); //outonomous readtng=ØxØt;
col1 Commcontrol. stortO ;

colL RodioSend.send(ClusterHeod-oddr, msgsp->length, msgsp);
AutonomousStote = outonomous-NEXT-CHANNEL ;
post stortAutonomousO ;
return SUCCESS;

]



/*********************+**********************+*******************
* File: WISl"lSCor¡mondC. nc
* Greg Jomon
* WISMSCommond Configurotion
********************************* ******xx*f *+***** ****** ******* /

conf i gurotion WISMSCommondC

{
provides {

interfoce lVISMSCommond os cmd-GetlD[uint8-t id] ;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-ChangeID[uint8-t id] ;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Meosure[uint8-t id] ;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Autonomous[uint8-t id] ;
interfoce WISMSCommond os cmd-Reset[uint8-t id] ;

]
uses {

interfoce WISMS;

]
]
implementotion
f
L

components CMDGeIID

, CMDMeosure

, CMDChongeID

, CMDAutonomous

, CMDReset

,A2DC

;

cmd-GetlD = CMDGeIID.cmd-GetlD;
cmd-ChongeID = CMDChongeID.cmd-ChongeID;
cmd-Meosure = CMDMeasure.cmd-Meosure;
crnd_Autonomous = CMDAutonomous. cmd_Autonomous;
cmd-Reset = CMDReset.cmd-Reset;

CMDMeosure.A2D -> AZDC.AZD[unique("42D")] ;
CMDChongeID = WISMS;

CMDAutonomous = WISMS;

l



/******* +**+*+**+***********t******+***+****************+****++r(*
* File: CAN.nc
* Greg Jomon
* WISMSI'4essogeHondler Configurotion
**++*+**+**************Ë*+**+****************+*+(*+*+,t*+******** /

confi gurotion WISMSMessogeHondler

{
uses{

interfoce WISMSCommond os CMDGeIID;

interfoce WISMSCommond os CMDChongeID;
interfoce WISMSCommond os CMDMeosure;
interfoce WISMSCommond os CMDAutonomous;
interfoce WISMSCommond os CMDReset;
interfoce ReceiveMsg os ReceiveMsg;
interfoce SendMsg os SendMsg;

Ì
]
implementotion
{

components lVISMSMessogeHondlerM ;
WISMSMessogeHondlerM.ReceiveMsg =ReceiveMsg;
lVISMSMessogeHondlerM.SendMsg = SendMsg;
WISMSMessogeHondterM.cmd-GetID = CMDGetID;
WISMSMessogeHondlerM.cmd-ChongeID = CMDChongelD;
WfSMSMessogeHondlerM.cmd-Meosure = CMDMeosure;
WfSMSMessogeHondlerM.cmd-Autonomous = CMDAutonomous;

WISMSMessogeHondlerM.cmd-Reset = CMDReset;

Ì


